Proper citation of resources enables the reader to locate the same materials used to create a paper or publication. Most disciplines require that a particular style manual be used as a guide in creating a list of cited resources. These style manuals include:

- Chicago Manual of Style -- Reference Z253.U69
- Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association -- Reference BF76.7 .P83

No specific style manual is used for all business research papers and projects. The MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers style is highlighted in this guide to citing business resources. Check with your instructor to find out which style manual is preferred.

**Basic MLA Format for Print Resources**

- List works in alphabetical order by the author’s or creator’s last name.
- Hanging Indents: The first line of each citation is flushed to the left margin and the second line of each citation is indented five spaces from the margin.
- Include Author, Source & Publication Information

**Example**


<http://www.galileo.usg.edu>


<http://www.library.gsu.edu/databases/>
General Format for Electronic Resources

- **Title:** Provide and underline the title of the project or page.
- **Creator/Author:** Provide company name or the name of an individual person responsible for the content on the cited page. This is not always available and may be omitted if not accessible.
- **Access Point:** Indicate how the resource was accessed.
- **URLs or Web Addresses:** Place the full URL (including http://) in angle brackets. If the URL is lengthy and needs to be broken into two lines, make the break in the URL at a slash. Do not add hyphens to indicate that the URL appears on the next line. If the URL seems too lengthy or does not pull up the desired page when placed in the browser URL locator, additional information on locating the desired page should be added to the citation. This could include a sample search string.
- **Publication/Viewing Dates:** Cite the date the resource was published, as well as the date the resource was viewed. Print a copy of any resource cited, so it can be presented to the instructor if requested.

Examples

Citation Format for Print Sources

**Books**

**Basic Format:** Lastname, Firstname. *Book Title*. Publisher Location: Publisher, Copyright Date.


Journal Articles

**Basic Format:** Lastname, Firstname. "Article Title." *Journal Title.* Volume Number.Issue Number (Publication Date) : Page Numbers.


Newspaper Article

**Basic Format:** Lastname, Firstname. "Article Title." *Newspaper Name* Date Published, edition: Page Number.


Magazine

**Basic Format:** Lastname, Firstname. "Article Title." *Magazine Title* Date: Page Numbers.


---

**Citation Format for University Library & GALILEO Database Sources**

To cite GALILEO and University Library sources, start with the basic citation format for the type or publication being cited (journal article, newspaper article, etc.). At the end of the citation, list the number of pages (i.e. 12 pp) instead of indicating the actual pages on which the article appears. Then include the database title, how the database was accessed, data the article was accessed and the web address for accessing the database.

**Journal Article**

**Basic Format:** Lastname, Firstname. "Article Title." *Journal Title.* Volume Number.Issue Number (Publication Date) : Number of pages. *Database Name.* Source of Access. Date Accessed. <Web Address>

Newspaper Articles

Basic Format: Lastname, Firstname. "Article Title." Newspaper Name Date Published, edition: Number of Pages. Database Name. Source of Access. Date Accessed. <Web Address>


Company Profiles & Financial Profiles from a Database

Basic Format: “Profile Name.” Database Name. Date Published, Posted or Updated. Database Publisher. Source of Access Date Accessed. <Web Address>


Statistical Data

Basic Format: Database Name. Date Published, Posted or Updated. Database Publisher. Source of Access Date Accessed. <Web Address>


Analyst Reports


**Citation Format for Internet Resources**

**Articles and Reports Found on the Internet**

(The basic format for Internet Resources will vary depending on the information available. Remember to provide as much information as necessary for the reader to locate the actual resources used.)

**Basic Format**: Basic Citation Information Used if Resource Were in Print Form. Web Site Title. Date Viewed. <Web Address>


**Annual Reports Found on the Internet**

**Basic Format**: “Document Title”. Publication Date. Web Site Title. Date Viewed. <Web Address>


Websites

Basic Format: Web Site Title. Date Created or Updated. Creator. Date Viewed. <Web Address>


Section of a Website

Basic Format: “Section Name.” Date Created. Web Site Title. Date Viewed. <Web Address>

Instructions on Locating Section.


Citing Sources within the Text of the Document

Acknowledging the sources used by providing a Works Cited page is only half of the task of properly citing information resources used. You also need to indicate within your paper where information from each of these sources was used. To do this, use parenthetical citations throughout your document to cite ideas paraphrased or directly quoted from another source.

Example

In 1971, the Governor of Texas mandated that all government agencies use a zero base process that involved management at all organizational levels, focused on priorities and tried to limit the use of available sources. Colleges, universities, the junior college system and the state public school system all experienced problems with implementing zero based budgeting because these agencies had “statutory requirements for budget preparation and funding which could not be superseded by the zero-base concept.” (Boyd 431)
In the example above, the entire paragraph expressed an idea taken from another source. The writer of this paragraph acknowledges that the ideas are borrowed, by placing the author’s last name and the page number in parentheses. Readers of this paper can then look through the writer’s Works Cited page to identify the full citation for this source and refer to the source for additional information on this topic.

**When to Use Parenthetical Citations**
According to the MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, a parenthetical citation is needed each time you:

- Quote or repeat another person’s words;
- Utilize a descriptive phrase/jargon developed by another person;
- Paraphrase another person’s words or argument; or
- Integrate someone else’s ideas.

**Sources without an Author or Page Numbers**

There is no official process for dealing with sources that do not list an author, so check with your professor for his or her preferences if this occurs. Remember, that the parenthetical citations tell the reader the source of a statement or idea and the location within the source where the statement or idea was conveyed. The parenthetical citations should point the reader to the full citation information in the Works Cited page.

**Example**

| The Anadolu Food Industry Company employees 981 full time workers (Mergent, Anadolu Food Industry Company Details) |